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Next stop: shiny new stations. 

frequently asked questions

How many tunnels are being built 
and how big are they?
There are two parallel tunnels, one for train travel in  
each direction. The twin tunnels will be approximately 
2.6 miles long. Each tunnel is about 21 feet in diameter. 
There’s about 16 feet of soil separating each tunnel.

Where are the tunnel boring 
machines (TBMs) now and how 
soon will they begin working?
The TBMs were manufactured in Germany and came 
by way of ship via the Port of San Diego and Galveston. 
Both TBMs will be lowered into the Century City Launch 
Box area on Constellation Bl to start their mission. 
The TBMs are anticipated to start tunneling late 2019.

How will the tunnels be built? 
The TBMs will dig tunnels side by side starting at the 
Century City/Constellation Station and head eastbound 
to the Wilshire/Rodeo Station. They will finish their 
journey at Wilshire/La Cienega Station where they will 
connect to the Section 1 tunnels. 

The tunnels are generally 50–70 feet deep, though they 
can be deeper between stations. Some portions of the 
tunnel alignments for the Purple Line Extension will be 
significantly deeper, up to about 120 feet. The TBMs will 
tunnel five days a week, 20 hours a day. The TBMs will 
spend approximately 20 months mining both tunnels. 
The TBMs will cover approximately 70 feet every 20 
hours, 350 feet per week.

Excavated ground is mixed with ground conditioning 
agents (foam) inside the excavation chamber to create 
an “earth paste” material with the consistency of soft 
serve ice cream or toothpaste. This “earth paste” seals 
the space between the cutterhead and the soil face. 
Properly conditioned ground can be moved more readily 
through the screw conveyor and out of the tunnel than 
typical native soil. The conditioned ground or muck is 
considered non-hazardous waste. 

How many people does it take to 
run a 400-foot machine? 
Each TBM will have a team of 15 operators, skilled miners 
and technicians on every shift, including one TBM 
operator and one grout operator. The rest of the team 
will support the operation, maintenance and repairs 
of the TBM during mining. The machine’s systems are 
highly computerized and monitored by the operator and 
engineers at the surface at all times. 
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Will I be able to feel or hear the Tunnel 
Boring Machines move? 
When mining starts in 2019, the TBMs will move slowly 
and smoothly, achieving about 70 feet per day. Noise and 
vibration levels are not expected to be perceptible. Even 
imperceptible levels of noise or vibration will be captured 
and evaluated by engineers through an array of monitors 
placed along the project path. From time to time, the 
public near the tunnel entrance may hear the sound of 
a horn, similar to that of a car, used as a safety signal 
and cautionary measure to alert construction crews of a 
service train entering or exiting the tunnel. This can happen 
as frequently as every hour. A commercial grade fan is 
necessary to provide the air quality needed for the crews 
working underground. 

What is the timeline for tunneling? 
Both machines are assembled inside the Century City/
Constellation Station and first launched east into Reach 5 
toward the Wilshire/Rodeo Station. The TBMs will roughly 
start one month apart. 

When they reach the Wilshire/La Cienega Station, both 
machines will be disassembled in the tunnel, transported 
back through the tunnel to the Century City Tunnel Shaft, 
hoisted to the surface and hauled away.

reach linear feet location

4 6,610
Reeves Dr to 
La Cienega Bl

5 7,010
Constellation Bl 
to Reeves Dr

Progress is measured in total linear feet traveled and 
the number of tunnel liner rings built.

Totals: approximately 13,630 linear feet or 2.6 miles; 
two tunnels equal approximately 27,260 linear feet or 
approximately 5.2 miles.

 tunneling statistics 

What happens if the TBMs come  
across fossils? 
During tunneling, the TBMs may come across fossils. 
Fossils that are in the path of the TBMs cannot be 
extracted and preserved because the TBM operators 
cannot go outside of the cutterhead, in front of the 
machines. Fossils that make it past the cutterhead are 
often fractured when going through the screw conveyer 
and mixed within a 22-foot layer of soil.

 

What happens after tunneling is 
completed?  
Once the tunneling between the stations is completed, 
the tracks and electrical facilities can be installed. Soon 
thereafter, safety testing will begin. Section 2 of the 
Purple Line Extension is anticipated to begin operations 
in 2025.


